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Asst. Managing Editor Workbook

Know The Staff
Managing Editor: Zakiya Cowan
Assistant Managing Editor: Miguel Soto
Layout Editor: Kayla Chambers
Assistant Layout Editor(s): N/A
Poetry Editor: Gabby Muir
Assistant Poetry Editor(s): Amber Curl, Kyle Paup, Dina Nashed, Patricia
Damocles, Zachary Klozik
Fiction Editor: Samantha Moffett, Kayla Chambers, Eryn Stochelski,
Christian Mietus
Assistant Fiction Editor(s): Kasia Wolny, Jakob Kagay
Nonfiction Editor: Samantha Moffett, Kayla Chambers, Eryn Stochelski
Assistant Nonfiction Editor(s): Jakob Kagay, Dina Nashed
Marketing & Development: N/A
Asst Marketing & Development(s): N/A
Art & Design Editor: Kayla Chambers, Samantha Moffett
Assistant Art & Design Editor(s): Kasia Wolny
Web Editor: Miguel Soto
Assistant Web Editor(s): N/A
Communications & Media Editor: Patricia Damocles, Kyle Paup
Asst Communications & Media Editor(s): N/A
Book Review Editor: Miguel Soto
Asst. Book Review Editor(s): N/A
Copy Editor: Eryn Stochelski, Amber Curl, Kasia Wolny
Assistant Copy Editor(s): N/A
Blog Editor: Christian Mietus
Assistant Blog Editor(s): N/A

*Knowing what staff members are responsible for what
things will help to you to make sure they are doing their
part for the journal.
*Each staff member should have at least one position on
the magazine, but no more than two. They should be
responsible for the work for their primary position first.
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Manual and Guide
Managing Editor
Works closely with all editors to manage deadlines.
Responsible for maintaining database of author information,
logs of communication, and editors’ completed tasks and
meeting with the Faculty Advisor or course instructor as
needed to discuss deadlines and issue progress. Final writer
for Editors’ Welcome Letter introducing the new issue.
Proofs Masthead, Contents, and Contributors’ bios. Helps
arbitrate any group conflicts. May be called on to represent
or speak for the editorial staff (at the release reading,
other functions, or for interviews, etc.) Leadership,
organization, follow-through, and communications skills are
a must.
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Editorial Meetings
• You are responsible for reading all pieces that are
being submitted to Submittable and commenting. This
will help meetings run smoother.
• Section editors are responsible for reading and
commenting on pieces for their section in Submittable.
• Before meetings make sure your editors know between
what dates they are reading pieces for (i.e. 10/01/14
thru 10/15/14).
• Have the editors meet briefly for each section (poetry,
art, fiction, and nonfiction) and have them discuss
what pieces are a definite “no”, a definite “yes”, and
“up for discussion”.
• You will be in charge of running the meeting and being
sure that you get through all the pieces for that
meeting.
• When there are pieces up for discussion and there is
not a definite answer by the end of it, have the staff
vote. If it is a tie, it is up to you to make the final
decision.
• Once a decision is made, leave a comment on the piece
of whether it was accepted or declined and who is
doing that. This helps your Submissions Manager.
o You can assign acceptances or rejections to section
editors if no one volunteers.
•
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Remember…
• This is a learn as you go job
• Every managing editor will tweak this guide a
bit to fit their individual self
• It can be stressful, but the other editors will be
stressed too
• Dr. Muench and Dr. White are there to help
• You can do this!
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Key Dates
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start of Submission Period August 15th
First Selection Reading September 20th
Second Selection Reading October 11th
Third Selection Reading October 31st
Fourth Selection Reading (if needed) N/A
End of Submission Period October 15th
Issue Launch November 29th

•
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Week 1

08/30/2018
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Primary Tasks:

-Introduction to Publishing Practicum
-Overview of Jet Fuel Review, Twitter, Facebook, Submittable

-Using Submittable (No Room in Reflections)

1. www.submittable.com
2. Log in: Username: lewislitjournal@gmail.com Password: JFR 1984
3. Submissions appear as people submit. (you can choose as to
whether you want to view the submissions in alphabetical order, by
date, or by submission name. I recommend viewing by date, and
starting from the bottom, so you can create a system for yourself, and
be ready for the First Editoral meeting).
4. Click on submission. You will see the title, cover letter, and a
document. The document opens in submittable.
5. On the right-hand side, you will see the actions of the submitter,
and the team.
6. In the box, where it reads “type a note…,” is where you will make
your comments. Make your comment.
7. Do not change the tab that reads “Assigned Team.” The tab is
automatically set to that option, and it should remain as such.

Upcoming Tasks
-Meeting the Editors
-Updating Masthead
-Solicitations
-

Things to Consider
-Visit latest JFR Issue
-Visit JFR office
-Consider position(s) you wish
to fill
-

Weekly Notes & Reflections:

Week 1 is an introduction to Jet Fuel Review, so if you haven’t already, get acquainted with the JFR website
and editors!
First Things First:
-Go to jetfuelreview.com
-Go through the last four issues.
-Look at the number of publications we receive for each Issue under each category.
Why
-This will help you determine what position you want, the workload for that position, and the quality the
journal expects.
For a better understanding of all the work that goes into creating each JFR issue, pick up a physical copy in
the JFR office. The JFR office is located in the English department in the De La Salle building, next to the
English Faculty’s offices.
The Asst. Managing Editor is responsible for note-taking, making sure important dates, names, and details
of events are noted, and then shared with all of the JFR editors at the end of the night. Create a word doc.,
follow along, condense your notes (after the meeting) and email them out.
->P.S. Professional Note-taking is actually a great line to add to your resume!
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Week 2

9/6/2018

Primary Tasks:
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-Make final decisions on editorial positions
-Discuss “diversity”
-Send Bio & Position to Person in charge of Masthead (Me, but look
at separate Instruction Manual)
-Overview of CWROPPS, New Pages, Poets&Writers
-Discuss Jet Fuel Review visiting classes
-Discuss events we want to hold
-Focus on how to evaluate poetry, fiction, nonfiction, art for the JFR
issue

Upcoming Tasks
-Continue reading JFR’s
previous issues
-Send invitations for readers
-Look for writers you’d like to
solicit
-First Editorial Meeting Next
Month

Things to Consider
-Check out Poets&Writers
(pw.org) for an understanding
of the literary world. The site
includes writers’ biographies,
Literary opportunities such as
workshops, residencies, and
educational programs.

Weekly Notes & Reflections:

During week 2, we had an extremely important conversation about diversity, and why upholding diversity as a
standard is necessary as literary gatekeepers.
JFR as gatekeepers.
-We’re responsible for the work and people we choose to represent
-Are we only going to represent work that reaches us because of our accessibility?
-If we do, then our journal will be made up of the same demographic
-With diversity comes style & aesthetic, so when soliciting writers and artists, we’re
not only choosing to represent different demographics, but we’re also receiving
different interpretations to humanity & art.
As the Asst. Managing Editor, I am responsible for delegating, making sure people are doing the readings,
interacting with the work—the way the work is asking to be read. Although we all have our biases, we need to
try and step away from our own aesthetics and tastes to be able to think of a piece from a different standpoint.
-This is only fair to the writers who are trusting us with their work!
-On another note, check out www.pw.org
-Poets & Writers is a website that documents almost every literary journal in existence. They also offer latest
news in the literary world, relay contests, as well as relay important information on MFA programs in Creative
Writing. This is an extremely useful resource for establishing a standard in the quality of the work we’re looking
to publish.
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Week 3

9/13/2018

Primary Tasks:
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-Discuss ethics in publishing
-Proofread Previous Issues (Issues 1-4)
-Send soclitations
-Invite readers for Launch
-To send soliciations, to either solicit readers for the Launch, or to
solicit writers and artists for the JFR Issue, all you need to do is find
the appropriate template from the JFR Master Manual. The Master
Manual is the most valuable resource for editors in completing and
succeeding in Jet Fuel Review.
-Locating appropriate emails for professors, faculty, or alumn:
-Go on lewisu.edu
-Search Faculty by department
-OR, go to your lewisu email & look through your contact list, or prior
emails, to see if there name pops up.
-Do this before asking Dr. Muench or Dr. White
-Finding appropriate emails to contact Writers & Artists
-Look on their website.
-Hover your mouse over the “envelope” icon, and their email address
appears on the bottom.
-Some writers are professors, so look through the univeristy faculty
contact list.

Upcoming Tasks
-Solicitations
-1st Editorail Meeting
-Meeting Reading deadlines
-planning upcoming events—
karaoke night, reading with
authors & dinner

Things to Consider
-Soliciations -> verify that it is
okay to solicit person, look for
solicitation prompt, look for
appropriate email.

Weekly Notes & Reflections:

As we discussed in week 2, week 3 is following up on the importance of knowing our responsibilities as
gatekeepers of the JFR journal. We discuss Anders Carlson-Wee’s “How-To,” a poem that rose a great deal of
controversy in the literary world due to its representation of a homeless person hustling pedestrians. As
responsible gatekeepers, we need to know what a poem is communicating, and whether the poem is taking risks
that we find are worth standing up for. In Carlson-Wee’s case, we ask ourselves if it is appropriate to document
an experience outside of our own lived experience.
-On another note, we were asked to proofread previous journals. Typically, proofreading is the responsibility of
our copy-editors, but as the Asst. Managing Editor, my position is a culmination of everyone’s position, so I will
be doing lots of copy-editing throughout the sixteen-week segment. Copy-editing is a great line for your resume!
We need to realize that, even though we did not work on some of the previous Issues, it is still our responsibility
to keep the previous issues free of grammatical errors, or free of misspellings, especially of people’s names! We
are responsible for all the writers in each and every JFR issue, and our name goes up on the Masthead, so if there
is an error in Issue 1, but we’re working on Issue 16, we are the ones responsible of fixing any upcoming errors.
-For solicitations, I am choosing to solicit Travis Chi Wing Lau, Shonté Daniels, Keisha-Gaye Anderson, Jayy
Dodd, Christina Olivares, Imani Davis, Logan Feburary, Kyle Lopez, Willy Palomo. Choose writers who you
want to represent, and whose work you want to read!
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Week 4

9/20/2018

Primary Tasks:

-First Editoral Meeting
-Acceptances / Rejections
-Finalize Best of the Net Nominations
-

Asst. Managing Editor Workbook

Upcoming Tasks
-Finalize Acceptance &
Rejections for the First
Editorial Meeting
-Keep up with reading
deadlines

Things to Consider
-Sending “Nice-No’s” to work
where we found some parts we
liked, even if we didn’t
appreciate the whole. Take the
time to be considerate,
especially considering that
many of wish to see our work
published.

Weekly Notes & Reflections:
As Asst. Managing Editor, I am responsible for creating the “Cheat-Sheet” for the First Editorial Meeting. A
“Cheat-Sheet” is a list of people and their pieces we are rejecting, discussing, or accepting. Decisions are made
based on votes and arguments. Although we typically function as “majority rules,” if an editor champions a
piece, then we will consider the argument over the votes. The first editorial “cheat-sheet” takes the work
submitted between August 15, 2018 – September 2, 2018 into consideration.
-To either reject or accept a submission on Submittable:
1. Go into the submission.
2. Click on the tab that reads “in-progress,” which is sitting on top of the black bar on the site.
3. Click either “reject” or “accept.” Templates are already made to send.
-If you click “reject,” then choose the rejection type.
-“General rejection” is for Writers & Artists. The rejection is nice and formal.
-“High School rejection” is encouraging for young writers, but still a rejection.
-I do like to encourage people into trying to send “nice-no’s,” so construct a
personalized sentence or two into the rejection template.
-If you click “accept,” then make sure to specify which pieces are being accepted.
-You will write into the template the pieces you will be accepting after the word
“piece(s).”
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Week 5

9/27//2018
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Primary Tasks:
-GUEST READERS JOSÉ OLIVAREZ & NATE MARSHALL
-Best of the Net Nominations
-First Analysis Papers due

-

Upcoming Tasks
-Best of the Net Nomiations
-Best of the Net Nominations
promotional poster
-Let writers who were
nominated know that they were
nominated

Things to Consider
-Organize calendar
-Check in with editors to make
sure deadlines are being met,
and that new editors
understand the importance of
our deadlines.

Weekly Notes & Reflections:
The guest reader series is an exciting time for the Jet Fuel Review staff and Lewis community because
established writers come to share their work, read for us, and then we take them out to Mama Onestas
for dinner, where we get to ask questions, and gain insight from the literary world, and gain different
perspectives as to what an English degree can “do” for us. It’s just a great experience all-around. For the
guest reader series, google the readers, read a couple of their pieces, and become familiar with their work.
Many of the invited writers appear in various literary journals, it shouldn’t be too hard to locate them.
Have some questions to ask them, and don’t pass up the opportunity!
-For the Best of the Net nominations, we have to follow the Best of the Net guidelines, which allows us to
nominate six poets, two fiction writers, and two nonfiction writers, published in our publication from the
current year. We filled up the slots, which is always great to reward our writers with! I think this is often a
great incentive for writers to send us their best, since we do nominate for Best of the Net, Pushcart, and
other nominations we come across. Although we are unable to pay our writers, the nominations are a
great way for writers to build their literary resume. After choosing our nominations, we craft a personal
letter letting them know the nominees have been nominated. We also ask the Communications Editor to
create a poster, to post it and announce the nomination on social media. A great guide to building a
poster, or announcing on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, is to back track on our social media
accounts.
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Week 6

10/04/2018

Primary Tasks:

-FALL BREAK
-I need to upload Issues 1-4 on JFR website
-Keep up with Submittable
-Copy-edit Issues 1-4 and current, compiling issue

Asst. Managing Editor Workbook

Upcoming Tasks
-Re-organize semester schedule
in case Editors fall behind
-Keep up with submittable
-Second Editoral Meeting
-planning for upcoming
events—visiting readers,
karaoke night, launch

Things to Consider
-Fall break is a great time to
catch-up or move forward!

Weekly Notes & Reflections:
Fall break is a great time to get ahead, or catch-up on submittable readings. If you don’t have a reading
schedule, now is a great time to craft one. The submissions have been steady and constant this entire
semester, but it always multiplies the last ten days of the reading period. Make sure you stay organized
for your own sanity.
-I volunteered to layout Issues 1-5 on the Jet Fuel Review website. Uploading each issue on the site takes
about 10 hours each, meaning I invested around fifty hours for the website. (When available, look at
Website Editor manual for How-To).
-One thing to know, Jet Fuel Review runs on a tentative schedule, and we are dependent on the amount of
submissions we receive, so if we receive more than expected, then we need to add to our reading
schedule. This semester we needed to add an additional two weeks to the reading schedule for the
Second Editorial meeting. Of course, most of the editors were not happy about the sudden change, but
this is a good lesson on adapting. Delegating means making decisions that make you and others
unhappy, but our responsibility lies in curating and creating the best issue we can produce in sixteen
weeks. We owe it to our contributors.
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Week 7

10/11/2018

Primary Tasks:

-Second Editorial Meeting
-Acceptances / Rejections
-Cheat Sheet
-Popcorn Fundraiser
-T-Shirts
-Readers for Launch

Asst. Managing Editor Workbook

Upcoming Tasks
-make sure all invitations are
sent to our readers for the
launch
-Popcorn Fundraiser
-T-shirts
-Karaoke Night
-Launch

Things to Consider
-Think of other fundraising
opportunities

Weekly Notes & Reflections:
For the second editorial meeting, I created the “cheat-sheet,” which was the same experience as last time,
so revisit week 4 if you need a reminder as to what the cheat-sheet is, and what it entails. Zakiya and I sent
the “rejections” earlier in the day before the meeting, to clear the submittable queue, as well as to help the
editors in getting through submittable.
-The Popcorn Fundraiser is the responsibility of the Marketing & Development Editor, but this semester
Zakiya took over, contacting the fundraiser, and organizing the fundraiser. Zakiya brought in the forms, set
the deadline, and will be receiving the orders. Note: oftentimes if a position is not filled then it is the duty
of the Managing Editor or Asst. Managing Editor to fulfill the task.
-The invitations should be sent to the readers for the launch by week 8. Remember faculty do have their
schedules written down in advance for their sixteen week semester schedule.
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Week 8

10/18/2018

Primary Tasks:

-Promotion and Fundraising Week
-Pushcart Nominations
-Midterm Assignment due next week (Instruction Manual)
-Submittable (Finishing up)
-Karaoke Night
-Copy Editors
-Social media Prescence
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Upcoming Tasks
-Finishing up submittable
-Finish adding the previous
issues onto the site
-Planning final events
-Continue copy-editting
previous issues, blogs, book
reviews, etc.

Things to Consider
-Think of how we want to
finish our end-of-the-year
celebrations

Weekly Notes & Reflections:
Every week we have a lot of information to cover, many assignments that are either coming up, or should
have already been completed. For week 8, I come up with the idea of assigning the copy editors specific
Issues to go through to copy edit. Dr. Muench asks us to do this work, but it always seems to sit in the
backburner, so we decided it is best to give someone the responsibility of completing the work as an
assignment. As the Asst. Managing Editor, do not be afraid of delegating and assigning work; otherwise, it
is up to the Managing Editor & Asst. Managing Editor who gets stuck doing their own responsibilities, and
the responsibilities of others. Make sure the journal continues to be a collaborative project.
-Every semester we discuss fundraisers, but we definitely need someone to take the initiative of planning
and organizing the fundraisers. We came up with a list of great ideas, but again, it’s mainly not the lack of
ideas, but the lack of initiative.
-We discussed Social Media presence. For the Facebook and Twitter accounts, either ask for the account
information, or ask to be an admin for the pages. I recommend updating our “statuses” with our
contributor’s accomplishments—publications, awards, or acceptances into fellowships, etc. I also
recommend adding quotes and links of our publications to make our work is being seen on a regular basis.
Dr. Muench and I do most of the social media updates, but it definitely isn’t enough. Once the
Communications Editor is set up, they should definitely take over the task.
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Week 9

10/25/2018

Primary Tasks:
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-GUEST READERS: TONI NEALIE, TARA BETTS, RACHEL
JAMISON WEBSTER
-Third Editorial Next Week
-Submittable (Finish for Next week)
-Cheat Sheet for next week
-Midterm Assignment due

Upcoming Tasks
-Third Editoral Meeting is
coming up
-Newsletter
-Launch
-Last events
-copy-editing

Things to Consider
-Think of the value in receiving
published writers of full-length
collections of poetry, fiction,
and novelists. Do not pass the
opportunity up. Make sure you
ask the questions you wish to
ask.

Weekly Notes & Reflections:
The same reflections I had when José Olivares and Nate Marshall came to read for us, are the same
reflections I have for Week 9. I think we need to take the opportunity to ask the questions we have, and
discuss with the writers who come and visit us. Each have unique perspective to writing, as well as differnet
perspectives to balancing their work and lives. When we talk with the writers, they are usually very open
and inviting to our questions. When speaking with Tara Betts, she shared with us her experience in leading
a workshop at Statesville in Joliet, and the importance of providing intellectual stimuli to all people who
desire it. When speaking to Toni Nealie, we talked about the importance of narrative, who is able to narrate
a specific story, where the writer’s responsibility lies in narrating a story outside their own experience, how
we can either use our privilege over language to illustrate different standpoints in human experiences, as
well as recognizing when our privilege is doing harm. The discussion with Toni Nealie relates back to our
responsibility as gatekeepers of Jet Fuel Review, and our responsibility in knowing what a story, poem, or
piece of art is communicating, and whether that experience that is being communicated is genuine and
authentic; that is, this discussion with Toni Nealie is a reminder of how our actions can lead to the
consequences of Carlson-Wee’s poetry. If we are not informed readers, then we face an unintentional
backlash. I think it’s always important to make connections with our readers, and have those connections
relate to the work we’re creating with Jet Fuel Review.
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Week 10

11/1/2018
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Primary Tasks:

-Third Editorial Meeting
-Acceptance, Rejections, Nice-Nos
-Submittable Queue closed early -> too many submissions
-Upload our Email solicitaions
-Lesson in Professionalism (E-mailing)
-Launch-Selecting Pieces
-LESSON IN PROFESSIONALISM
1. Every email should be addressed to someone: “Dear Miguel Soto,”
2. Titles are important to people: “Dear Dr. Muench,”
3. Be conscientious of the langauge you use. Tone can definitely be
read through language.
4. Use concise language. No long paragraphs and don’t be demanding.
5. Your emails should be signed:
“Sincerely,

Upcoming Tasks
-LAUNCH & KARAOKE
NIGHT

Things to Consider
-Be more conscientious of the
way we word and construct
emails.

Miguel Soto”

Weekly Notes & Reflections:
It was an incredibly impressive semester, especially with the amount of submissions we went through. We
read about six hundred submissions in ten weeks! I think we improve each semester, so be prepared for
what’s to come.
-We need to organize our fundraisers. This semester Karaoke Night is headed by Kayla, Gabby, Zach, and we
are adding a makeup station to the event, which will be run by Kasia, Patricia, and Sam. To be clear, when an
event is headed by people, they are responsible for the outcome of the event, but if no one is heading these
events, then it becomes the Managing and Asst. Managing Editors’ responsibility, or these events won’t exist.
-Responsibilities that go into creating Karaoke Night:
1. Scheduling an event space -> New Student Union
2. Contacting Sodexo if food or drinks will be served
3. Contacting Dr. McFerron and AV team in music department to help setup sound
4. Decorations to fit with theme to produce ambience for attendees
5. Asking Faculty & alumn for their participation
6. Delegation -> making sure people are doing their part.
-Events aren’t just ideas, but the initiative to set those ideas out, as well as the work the event requires. Jet Fuel
Review asks the Lewis University community to participate, so we are always connected and immersed with
our community members.
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Week 11

11/8/2018
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Primary Tasks:

-Newsletter Responsibilites
-Secret Santa
-More Posters
-Student Feature
-Art Powerpoint for Launch
-Karaoke & Glam
-Pushcart Nominations
-Galley Proofs
-STUDENT FEATURE:
1. An alternative to rejecting a student submission
2. Blog Editor will create an “Artist Portfolio”
3. Includes 5-10 of the artist’s work
4. Includes a Q&A from the artist.
5. We do this when a Lewis student’s work is great, technical, and
aesthetically pleasing, but are unable to publish their work alongside
the work of our other artist publications because of the difference in
skill, ability, and experience.

Upcoming Tasks
-Newsletter

-Secret Santa
-Posters
-Student Features
-Launch
-Karaoke
-Pushcart
-Galley Proofs

Things to Consider
-Copy-editing the website &
upcoming journal
-Newsletter is JFR’s way of
concluding the semester, telling
the community what we did
over the sixteen weeks.
-The galleys allow writers to
proofread their own work to
ensure the best representation
of the work

Weekly Notes & Reflections:
This is the first semester where every editor has a newsletter responsibility. The Newsletter follows a distinct
set of rules, which need to be followed throughout the entire document:
1. Italicize Jet Fuel Review
2. Numbers should be numbers, not the word spelled out -> Issue 16
3. Capitalize the editor’s title -> Asst. Managing Editor Miguel Soto
4. Try being as concise as possible -> 250-500 words
-The Art power point is the responsibility of the Art & Design Editor, but when they ask for input, know that
the art should be the eye’s focus, so recommend a minimalist design for the power point, and a font that is
professional and readable. The Art power point also needs to be timed, so make sure the time is a steady 1012 second loop, where the image is not on the power point for too long, getting stale, or on for not enough
time, and becomes disruptive for viewers who are also expected to listen to the readers at the Launch.
-Pushcart Nominations are due at the end of November. We are allowed to nominate six writers, and so, we
chose to nominate four poets and two fiction writers to represent our 2018 publications. The Pushcart
Nomination is sent via mail, not email or online, but through snail mail. The pushcart nomination is a big deal
for writers, especially because it is one of the biggest awards a literary journal can nominate a writer for, so it
is extremely important we participate.
-Asst. Managing Editor is responsible for doing copy-edits on the JFR ebook, so look through it!
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Week 12

11/15/2018 Asst. Managing Editor Workbook

Primary Tasks:

-Newsletter selections are due (excpet for Launch and Karaoke Night)
-JFR Launch run-through
-Send Galley Proofs
-Finalize the selections of works to be read for Launch

Upcoming Tasks
-Follow-up on copy-edits made
on Galley Proofs, and transfer
them to website.

Things to Consider
-Make sure the website follows
the website layout, as well as
the ebook’s layout. Consistency.

Weekly Notes & Reflections:
For week 12, we practiced our Launch run, making sure we kept to 1 hour and 15 minutes, so we have an
additional 15 minutes to set up the event and make any closing statements. The run is a great method for
clarifying what needs to be said and done, and to make the event a success. We are representing the works
we chose to publish, but most importantly, we are representing the work we put together over the last
fourteen weeks.
Things to note for each Launch:
1. Make sure the readers have the most up-to-date copy of the piece they’re reading
2. Make sure the readers know where and when they are meeting for the Launch
3. Make sure everyone keeps to their time. We need to get through over twenty speakers in less than an
hour.
4. When we’re reading our piece, make sure your voice projects to the back of the room
5. Know your poem. It helps to practice reading out loud, so you know what lines need emphasis, or an
added pause, or tension from your voice.
6. Begin with your poem’s writer. Give a biography of the writer.
7. For this Launch, we will be adding a personal twist; we will be explaining why we chose the poem.
-The Launch is the most important event for Jet Fuel Review. This semester we will be having the provost join
our readers. We usually get the Vice President’s attendance, people from the Dean’s office, as well as most
of our English professors.
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Week 13

11/22/2018 Asst. Managing Editor Workbook

Primary Tasks:

-THANKSGIVING BREAK
-Working on the website
-Copy-edits take no break
-

Upcoming Tasks
-Launch & Karaoke Night are
next week
-

Things to Consider
-For the website, I think I will
begin unlocking the screens, so
I can send them out to the
other editors, but I will hold off
on adding the templates for
Issue 16.

Weekly Notes & Reflections:
This is a nice reminder to realize that Jet Fuel Review doesn’t take a break. People are constantly coming
across our site, and with that, we need to recognize the work that goes on behind the scenes, like updates
to our Features page, Book Reviews page, copy-edits etc. For some editors, when they are not actively
going to class and turning in assignments, Jet Fuel Review is kind of non-existent, but as someone with a
more active role, like the Managing Editor, Asst. Managing Editor, Layout Editor, or Blog Editor, who is
in communication with incoming galleys from writers, or updating the site’s content, or social media
pages, and so on, we are more conscious of the fact that Jet Fuel Review’s page doesn’t “turn-off” because
the students are on break.
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Week 14

11/29/2018 Asst. Managing Editor Workbook

Primary Tasks:

-Jet Fuel Review LAUNCH
-Karaoke & Glam Night
-Newsletter on the Launch, Karaoke, and Make-up fundraiser
-

Upcoming Tasks
-Copy-edits for website and
Newsletter

Things to Consider
-Enjoy the praise that comes
with participating in Jet Fuel
Review

Weekly Notes & Reflections:
The Launch is the internal release of Jet Fuel Review Issue 16 for the Lewis University community, but the
official release of our latest Issue to the literary world is December 4, 2018. There is still a good deal of
work that needs to be done before we can fully celebrate the Launch of Issue 16.
1. Make sure we have received all the responses to the galley proofs
2. Although the galley proofs were due November 23, we can’t always count on people’s timeliness.
3. The website needs to match the ebook in content.
4. The website needs to follow the same layout throughout the issue.
5. On the website, a writer’s best piece should be displayed first.
-For Karaoke night, we need to make sure the event runs smoothly, so help out the organizers in
decorating. Show up for one another. Be at the location at the time everyone is asked to be there. We were
asked to be there at 5:30, two hours before the start of the event, and that is what we need to do.
-After each Jet Fuel Review event, we need to thank the faculty who participated in our events, whether they
were part of the program or in attendance, we need to send them a courteous thank-you letter. Reasons:
1. Faculty is making time to support Jet Fuel Review, & us, as students and individuals.
2. Events can only be events with people’s attendance and participation.
3. This is an example of professional courtesy.
4. It’s nice and faculty appreciate it. I think it also helps faculty build a repertoire for their career portfolio,
which is helpful for them if they aren’t a full-time faculty member, or they are attempting to create
something on-campus for student involvement.
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Week 15

12/6/2018

Primary Tasks:

Asst. Managing Editor Workbook

- SECRET SANTA
- FINAL THOUGHTS
- WEBSITE LAUNCHED DECEMBER 4, 2018 @ 12:00AM
- SOCIAL MEDIA UPDATES

Upcoming Tasks

Things to Consider

Weekly Notes & Reflections:
Issue 16 is the last issue I will be working on with Jet Fuel Review, and all I can say is that I am incredibly
happy to have received the responses we received, from praise by faculty members, praise from writers
whose work we featured, praise from social media comments, etc. I am thrilled that some of my
solicitations responded and sent us their work to feature. I see amazing work in Issue 16 that I am happy
to brag about and show off to. The work we put together for each Issue continues to see improvements.
-I launched the website at 12AM on December 4. Then, I posted the link to social media, tagging our
more notable writers, letting Jet Fuel Review’s audience know of our Issue’s release. I think we received a
lot of positive comments.
-The other editors, who will be enrolled at Lewis for the following semester, usually need to think about
their future role in Jet Fuel Review. I think the best time to see where your best fit in Jet Fuel Review is, is
after experiencing the collaboration, time, and expertise it takes to create an Issue over sixteen weeks.
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Week 16

12/13/2018 Asst. Managing Editor Workbook

Primary Tasks:
-FINALS WEEK
-MASTER MANUAL DUE
-

Upcoming Tasks

Things to Consider

Weekly Notes & Reflections:
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Asst. Managing Editor Workbook
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Asst. Managing Editor Workbook
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